Previous artistic work, awards

Marcel Vaid

Marcel Vaid (r) with the Budapest-Art-Orchestra 2018 recording the film soundtrack to ‘Chris the Swiss’ by Anja Kofmel

»
With fine-tuned assistance from [...] composer Marcel Vaid (whose light, tinkling score is a delight), the filmmakers evoke the insistent rhythms of the family’s labour. «
HOLLYWOOD REPORTER / LESLIE FELPERIN ON THE DOCUMENTARY ‘MY NAME IS SALT’

MARCEL VAID, born 1967, of Böttstein, Switzerland, studied classical guitar at Akademie für zeitgenössische Musik and works as a composer of film and
theatre music. As founder and musician of his band Superterz, known at home and abroad for their electro-acoustic experimental music, he travels around
world and frequently branches out into artistic collaborations in the sphere of art installations, visual art or literature (e.g. with Daniel Götsch). He is married
with two daughters (9+12) and lives in Zurich.
As a film musician, Marcel Vaid has recorded and produced the score for over 70 full length feature and documentary films. Among the directors he has
worked with are names such as Fredi Murer, Léa Pool (Canada), David Pinillos (Spain), Iiris Härmä (Finland), Aya Domenig (Japan), Paul Riniker, Micha
Lewinsky, Farida Pascha (India), Timo von Gunten (Oscar nominée 2017) or Milo Rau. In composing a film soundtrack, Marcel takes charge of musical
direction, research, production and recording as well as composition and arrangement.

My work as a film musician
»
Here are moonscapes of mud, made all the more eerie by Marcel Vaid’s alien score, accompanied by the
strange chugging of oil-driven engines, dug out of the earth and then reburied, born and reborn, year upon
year. «
THE GUARDIAN/ MARK KERMODE / ON ‘MY NAME IS SALT’

A NETWORK OF INSPIRATION
When working in film, Marcel Vaid frequently relies on an established host of musicians to help him realise his soundtracks. The collaboration and exchange
with guest musicians in his band Superterz often directly impact on the production of his film music. Through his acquaintance with conductor /arranger André
Bellmont (e.g. for Andreas Vollenweider, head of the department of film music at Zurich University of the Arts ZHDK) Marcel Vaid's film music has been
recorded by several orchestras such as the Meran Symphony Orchestra, the 21st Century Symphony Orchestra Lucerne (with conductor Ludwig Wicky) or the
Budapest Art Orchestra.

AWARDS
For his work Marcel Vaid has received numerous awards such as the Swiss Film award Quartz in 2009, 2011 and 2016 (with a double nomination in 2016),
the award for best film music at Locarno Film Festival 2009, the award for best film music at the International Film Festivals Angers (2003) and Valencia
(2009). Marcel is currently nominated for the Swiss Film Award 2018 for his contribution to the cinema documentary ‘The Congo Tribunal’ by Milo Rau. He has
been invited to sit on countless juries and host master classes at festivals such as Nyon, Solothurn, Biarritz, Leipzig, Aubagne (nominated for best Film
music), Starnberg, Valencia, Locarno, Goa, Calcutta and Tiflis. As a lecturer at Zurich University and at Zurich University of Fine Arts, he acts a assesses as a
state expert for future film composers’ diploma examinations. Marcel Vaid has worked for most major production companies at home and abroad, with
assignments in Germany, France, Spain, GB, Finland, Turkey, Italy, Japan, India, Australia, the U.S. and Hong Kong.

In the course of his career, Marcel Vaid has worked with a range of inspiring international musicians such as Anouar Brahem (Tun), Nils Petter Molvaer (Nor),
Toshinori Kondo, Mauro Pawlowski (dEUS), Rodrigo Gonzales (Die Ärzte), Sophie Hunger and Heidi Happy, Norbert Möslang (Voice Crack), Marianne
Schroeder (John Cage), Lauren Newton (Vienna Art Orchestra), Al Comet (The Young Gods), Burnt Friedman, Jojo Mayer (Nerve) or Günter Baby Sommer,
Koichi Makigami and Damo Suzuki (CAN) an many more.

THE ORIGIN
When working in film, it is most important to develop one’s own musical language, one’s own discreet sound space. The emphasis here lies on LESS IS
MORE. Accordingly, Vaid cites as his main sources of inspiration – apart from the immediate collaboration with other musicians – the work by composers such
as John McIntire, Gustavo Santaolalla, John Cage, Steve Reich, Helge Sten and Terry Riley. Aesthetically, his particular sound interests lie in the interchange
of acoustic instruments and their spatial arrangement on the computer.

Marcel Vaid describes himself as a sound explorer who develops his musical compositions by using real life sound recordings and elaborating on them in the
editing process during post production. As early as 2001, he established the guitar as the most important solo instrument in his film compositions. In his
ensuing engagements, his musical language solidified. In 2006, Marcel Vaid collected sounds in sound master Jürg Jecklin’s ‚Giardino del Suono‘ in the
Bregaglia mountains in Switzerland and together they sampled the natural sounds of rocks, stones, water and air for his sound archive. This archive remains
one of the principal sources of inspiration in his compositions.

»
The individual scenes take on the character of an allegorical dream by means of slow camera movements
and tableauesque compositions, all of it interlaced with the remarkably sensitive, multi-layered and atmospherically dense music by Marcel Vaid, who won the Swiss Film Award 2009 for his composition. «
NZZ / BETTINA SPOERRI / ‘ZARA’

DIGITAL VERSUS ANALOG
Marcel Vaid always knew that sampling noises and sounds is not enough to elicit musical emotions, especially when accompanying or narrating profound
stories. And he sensed that the possibilities of computers would render such archives superfluous in the future. He’s always been striving to emphasise
composition and harmonic structure as much as sampling and sound exploration. Combing the parts of such ‚fragments of nature‘ with simple guitar tunes,
Marcel Vaid created the basic sound-aesthetic for his soundtrack to the Austrio-Iraqi film 'ZARA': the work resulted in the award for best film music 2009 at the
‘Quartz’ Swiss Film Award very first edition. The collaboration with Eric Spitzer, sound designer and set sound mixer for Werner Herzog proved very fruitful.
The friendship continues to this day, with Eric Spitzer (sound engineer among others for Giorgio Moroder, Brian Eno or Roedelius) currently working on the
completion (master mix) of the new Superterz 4-CD album 'The Green Serpent'.

»
The Quartz Swiss Film Award 2009 goes to Marcel Vaid for his important and sensitive elegiac film music,
which carries the hermetic atmosphere of a film that oscillates between dream and reality, between past and
present.«
Laudation for the Quartz film award 2009 (with jury member Pierre Favre)

MARCEL VAID
AND SUPERTERZ

Superterz feat. Nils Petter Molvaer, 2013, Taktlos Festival

The masterminds behind Superterz are brothers Marcel and Ravi Vaid, accompanied by Swiss electro percussionist Simon Berz and Japanese DIY-virtuoso
Koho Mori. The sound of Superterz has been over 15 years in the making. Now, it has reached its perfection. The group has produced 6 CDs so far, none of
which are alike. And while critics cling to categories such as techno, free jazz or post-rock, brothers Marcel and Ravi Vaid do precisely the opposite: they let
go. They are not aiming for things heard a thousand times over but for the unheard of. Now their latest CD is on the table. Superterz regularly tour Belgium,

Portugal, France, Germany and Japan. The ritual exchange with guest artists is deeply rooted within the Superterz DNA. Among the group’s international
network are such artists as Alain Monod aka Al Comet (CH), the electronics man of defining post-industrial band The Young Gods; electronics guru Burnt
Friedman (DE); sound magician Toshinori Kondo (JP); the ex-guitarist of alternative music giants dEUS and dervish of the Belgian music scene, Mauro
Pawlowski (BE); Japanese musician and head of avant-garde pop band Hikashu, Koichi Makigami; vocalist, performer and singer of the legendary krautrock
band Can (JP/DE), Damo Suzuki; European jazz icon and inveterate socialist Günter Baby Sommer (DE); or beat magician and head of the New York
electronic project NERVE, Jojo Mayer (USA/CH).

»And suddenly, there is this storm of
joy.«
»Zones between form and chaos.«
Christoph Merki, Tages-Anzeiger 2017

Ueli Bernays, Feuilleton NZZ, January 2017

»One is tempted to describe what happens here in the words of John Cage: 'If
you celebrate it, it’s art, if you don’t, it
isn’t.«
Christoph Merki, Tages-Anzeiger, January 2017

»The group is an entity in the best sense of the
word.«
Christian Schorno, musikzimmer.ch, January 2017

»Art locked in battle with entropy and chaos.«
Ueli Bernays, Feuilleton NZZ, January 2017

Superterz feat. Nils Petter Molvaer, Live @ Pit-In, Tokio, 2017

Awards, nominations
NOMINATION FOR BEST FILM MUSIC, QUARTZ SWISS FILM AWARD 2018
For the film music to the documentary THE CONGO TRIBUNAL by Milo Rau

WINNER AWARD FOR BEST FILM MUSIC, QUARTZ SWISS FILM AWARD 2016
For his film music to the documentary ALS DIE SONNE VOM HIMMEL FIEL by Aya Domenig

DOUBLE NOMINATION BEST FILM MUSIC, QUARTZ SWISS FILM AWARD 2016
For his film music to KÖPEK and ALS DIE SONNE VOM HIMMEL FIEL

MUSIC-PRIZE OF THE CITY OF ZURICH 2012 FOR SUPERTERZ
‘Werkjahr der Stadt Zürich’ in the category jazz/rock/pop

WINNER AWARD FOR BEST FILM MUSIC, QUARTZ SWISS FILM AWARD 2011
For his film music to GOODNIGHT NOBODY

WINNER AWARD FOR BEST FILM MUSIC, QUARTZ SWISS FILM AWARD 2009
For his film music to ZARA

NOMINATION FOR BEST FILM MUSIC, INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL AUBAGNE, FRANCE 2011
For his film music to GOODNIGHT NOBODY

WINNER AWARD OF THE SUISA-FOUNDATION FOR MUSIC 2009
For his film music to TANDOORI LOVE

WINNER AWARD FOR BEST FILM MUSIC, INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL LA CABINA, VALENCIA 2009
For his film music to WO IST MAX?

WINNER PRIX DE LA MEILLEURE CRÉATION MUSICALE 15th European First Film Festival 'Premiers Plans' in Angers for his music to JOSHUA,
2003. Jury presided by Jeanne Moreau.

Marcel Vaid & Alain Monod (The Young Gods) & Jojo Mayer @ Insomnia-Sessions 31x31, Photobastei 2017

